TX2 for Tigers
#1 FAVOURITE

Animal in the World
#AMAZING
LE TIGRE
VÉRITABLE EXTRAIT DE VIande LIEBIG
All the world’s wild tigers
More people live inside this circle than outside.
Consumer behaviour
GLOBAL TIGER STATUS
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Data from IUCN Red List of Threatened Species account for tigers' and updated for countries where national tiger surveys have taken place since the IUCN assessment. Where IUCN ranges have been used, the lower end has been displayed. Tiger population estimates are based on adult and sub-adult (i.e. above 1 year old) tigers only.
#ZEROPO
ACHING
STOP THE KILLING OF TIGERS
COUNTING TIGERS

WE NEED TO KNOW WHERE THE TIGERS ARE SO WE CAN PROTECT THEM AND UNDERSTAND THEM.
Thumbs Up for Tigers!
Happy Global Tiger Day!
#thumbsup4tigers #doubletigers
@mikebaltzer
Twitter/instagram
@wwf_tigers
www.panda.org/tigers
Facebook: WWF_tigers